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Themes 
Consumer packaged goods | Themes

Growing confidence in favorable performance 
expectations, however, inflation and potential 
recession are still very much “front of mind” 

1
Organic growth has regained priority with 
increased focus on leveraging the power of the 
portfolio to increase volume through existing 
and new distribution points and channel

2

As capital is more expensive, M&A is on 
simmer and CPGs are selectively leveraging 
M&A to enter high growth pockets of demand 
as extensions of current positioning

3
Revenue Growth Management is a top 
capability building priority to accelerate top line 
with data and analytics as the amplifier of 
profitable growth 

4

Supply chains are stabilizing but resetting cost 
bases remain challenging with many CPGs 
doubling down on digital investments to 
increase competitiveness

5

CPGs are accelerating Data & Analytics 
capabilities and proving themselves as tech 
companies but most struggle with data quality 
slowing progress – and seeing greater value 
from more advanced analytics like AI/ML

6
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Section observations

Meeting consumer where they shop, 
whether online of in store, is an 
important lens. Half of CPG continue 
strategic investments in online 
channels as a direct response to 
progressively growing 
consumer trend. 

Keeping track of consumer demand for 
sustainable products also drives 
strategic priorities. 

Investment priorities directly tied to 
top consumer trends

Many CPGs over-indexed on 
leveraging pricing as a main driver of 
top line growth. With strapped 
consumer wallets and hunt for value, 
additional pricing rounds are no 
longer feasible. 

Leading CPGs are leveraging the 
power of their portfolio with targeted 
calibration efforts, embedded advanced 
analytics and augmenting their revenue 
growth management (RGM) 
capabilities to look at price in 
conjunction with promotions and 
assortment/mix. 

Pricing rounds reaching an 
elasticity ceiling

Performance over the last 12 months 
exceeded expectations at many CPG 
companies, and they anticipate a solid 
year ahead.

Continued concerns about inflationary 
pressures and a potential recession 
remain top of mind and will likely 
influence growth bets.

Whilst there is greater focus on top line 
growth, keeping a close pulse of 
margin and cost containment still shape 
transformation efforts.

Growing confidence in performance

Consumer packaged goods | Performance and market outlook 
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Company’s performance for last and next 12 months (N = 106)
How has your company performed over the past 12 months and how do you expect your company to perform over the next 12 months?

Many CPGs experienced better than expected performance and express confidence in 
continued favorable performance 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023

0%

21%

14%

Much better Somewhat better

26%

41%

Much worseAbout the same Somewhat worse

15%

51%

18%

13%

1%

Last 12 months Next 12 months
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Company’s focus areas for next 12 months (N = 106)
What is your company’s focus area(s) for next 12 months? 

Ultra focused on top line growth, simultaneous efforts are steered towards expanding 
margins and managing cost 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023

2%

Top line growth

68%

Margin expansion Cost reduction Survival

58%

41%
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Company’s focus areas for next 12 months
What is your company’s focus area(s) for next 12 months? 

Top line growth was a unanimous focus across all sub-sectors; Beauty companies stand out 
with driving a more balanced P&L management approach

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023

Top line growth

92%

Margin expansion Cost reduction

63%

73%

87%

44%

56%
64%

31%

67% 67%

47%

27%

38%
33%

56%

Beauty (N = 9)Food/Packaged Goods (N = 32) Non-Alcoholic Beverages (N = 11) Alcoholic Beverages (N = 13) Personal Care (N = 15)
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Consumer trends influencing priorities and investments (N = 106)
Please rank the top 3 consumer trends which influence your priorities and investments

The continued progressive shift to online shopping and valuing purposeful brands, remains 
a prominent influence for investments

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%

49%

26%

25%

9

11%

31%

Continued 
growth of 

eCommerce/
online shopping

23%

46%

Increasing priority 
of purposeful and 

sustainable 
brands/products

33%

42%

32%

26%

Shift to value 
and essentials

24%

41%

61

Growing Gen Z 
consumer 
population

21% 39%

31%

37%

48%

Convenience 
and availability 

over experience

37%

26%

Wellness 
and self-care

52

35%

Revival of in-
store shopping

26%

100%
556%

35%

Desire for 
immerse online 

shopping 
experience

Other

47

20%

Demand to 
control personal 
data and privacy

20%60%

41
39

35

6

23

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3
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Transformation focus/priority topic areas over next 12 months (N = 106)
Please rank the top 3 topic areas in terms of transformation focus/priority over next 12 months? 

Building analytics-enabled revenue growth management has become a prevalent priority to 
support top line acceleration…

25%

38%

33%

Productivity 
improvement 
(incl. adopting 

intelligent 
automation)

41%

Data & Analytics 
(within/across 
enterprise and 

outside/
ecosystem)

Product portfolio 
calibration (SKU 
rationalization, 
simplification, 
mix change)

21%

Revenue 
management 

(incl price, trade 
promotion, mix)

42%

11

30

24%

35%

41%

20%

41% 16

40%

39%

Manufacturing 
capacity 

optimization 
(augmentation, 

reduction)

27
37%

23%

Structural 
operating model 
changes (incl. 
consolidation, 
integration)

41% 56%

37%

22%

56

33%

42%

25%

Enterprise-
wide cost 

transformation

13%
31% 31%

Technology 
enabled cloud 
transformation

25%

44%

44

Labor cost 
reduction (incl. 

headcount 
reduction, 
offshoring)

27%
27%
46%

Customer 
service level 

reengineering

46
48

24

16
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Transformation focus/priority topic areas over next 12 months
Please rank the top 3 topic areas in terms of transformation focus/priority over next 12 months? 

…which is visible across sub-sectors who recognize the ability to amplify and accelerate 
revenue

40%

7%

40%

20%

Revenue 
management

Manufacturing 
capacity 

optimization

53%

40%

33%

27%

40%

Data & Analytics

15 1515

Data & Analytics

25%

40%50%

25%

20%

40%

40%

Productivity 
improvement

40%

20%

Revenue 
management

8

5 5

42%

Revenue management

40%

29%

50%

10%

29%

Product 
portfolio 

calibration

17%

50%

33%

Manufacturing 
capacity 

optimization

10

7
6

Productivity 
improvement

Revenue 
management

37%

14%

50%

13%

43%

8

43%

57%

43%

Product 
portfolio 

calibration

7 7

40%

Product 
portfolio 

calibration

50%

Data & Analytics

50%

20%

40%

50%

25%
25%

4

Revenue 
management

6
5

Food/Packaged Goods Non-Alcoholic Beverages Alcoholic Beverages

Personal Care Beauty
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Note(s): (a) xx
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Major concerns for business for the next 12 months (N = 106)
Please rank the top 3 topic areas in terms major concerns for your business for the next 12 months 

Albeit better than expected performance, inflation and a potential recession are 
major concerns

32%

26%

33%

55%

38%

36%

27%
38%

Potential 
recession

44%

31%

25% 29

Cost 
containment

17

28%

38%

34%

Supply Chain 
disruption

33%17%
42%

28%

Organic 
growth

19%

39%

Cost of 
capital for 

investments

42%

New/Increasing 
competition 

(incl insurgent 
brands)

23%

35%

3

Talent and 
capability 

development

29%

Digitization 
and advanced 

analytics

53

35%

35%

30%

36

29%

Geopolitical
/climate

18%

53%

Sustainability
/ESG 

commitments

41%

19%

21

Inflation

40%

41%

67%

Inorganic 
growth

26

44

29
26

17 17
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Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3
Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Section observations

Less than 1/10th of CPG executives 
expect to still grow through 
inorganic pathways. 

Those CPGs apply a very careful lens 
on potential targets and focus on high 
growth categories and insurgent brands 
that allow them to extend their current 
positions and access more profitable 
growth pockets.

Selective M&A to access profitable 
consumer segments 

With capital being expensive to drive 
growth through M&A, core products 
have seen a revival. Many have 
invested disproportionately in their 
iconic brands to revive consumer 
engagement and nostalgia to 
some extent. 

As a second undercurrent, over half of 
CPG executives expect growth from 
net new products to be more prominent 
than last year which 
also drives innovation and 
channel investments.

Revival of the core and placing bets 
for net new products

With price increases reaching an 
elasticity ceiling, CPGs are pivoting to 
and driving top line growth through 
volume via a combination of 
new/existing distribution channels and 
product mix. 

RGM is experiencing an upgrade with 
many CPGs realizing the power of 
looking at price, promotion and mix in 
conjunction to amplify top line growth 
and avoid margin leakage.

Embedding data and analytics is table 
stakes to make confident 
RGM interventions.

Extending and upgrading revenue 
growth management (RGM) to 
drive top line

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 
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As inflation led price increases materially contributed to top line growth, CPGs have now 
shifted to enhancing their product mix and increasing distribution points
Revenue Growth source (N = 106)
Has your growth been driven primarily by price or volume over the past 12 months? 

Volume Growth lever (N = 52)
What has primarily driven your volume growth in the past 12 months?

Increased volume 
through product mix

25%

Increased volume 
through new/existing 
distribution/channels 

points AND product mix

25%

Increased volume through 
new/existing distribution 

points/channels

50%

17%

Price increase

49%

Both Volume increase Do not 
know/Prefer not 

to comment

32%

2%

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Revenue growth source
Has your growth been driven primarily by price or volume over the past 12 months? 

Most sub-sectors implemented several rounds of price increases and are now running 
against elasticity challenges; Beauty companies noticeably focused on increasing volume 
through more distribution points and mix

55%56%

Price increase Volume increase Both

46%

40%

11%
16%

18%

8%

20%

44%

28% 27%

38% 40%

33%

Beauty (N = 9)Food/Packaged Goods (N = 32) Non-Alcoholic Beverages (N = 11) Alcoholic Beverages (N = 13) Personal Care (N = 15)

Consumer packaged goods | Sub-sector growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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RGM capabilities are progressing rapidly, and many CPGs have started to apply 
interventions across price, promotion, and mix in conjunction
Revenue growth management(a) capability maturity (N = 106)
How would you rate your Revenue Growth Management (RGM) capabilities? 

RGM lever propensity (N = 106)
Which of the following Revenue Growth Management levers do you 
expect to leverage over next 12 months? 

Pricing

3%

Assortment/Mix

Promotions 70%

71%

Unsure

72%

Advanced - tech 
enabled RGM fully 

integrated into 
business processes 
(eCommerce and 

Digital)

Limited - no 
use of revenue 
maximization 

or acceleration

Pioneering -
embedded into daily 
routines including 

advanced analytics, 
monitoring, AI and 

real time optimization

Evolving - scarce 
use of revenue 
maximization or 

acceleration

Competitive -
common 

methodology and 
processes with 

several initiatives to 
drive growth through 

pricing, promotion 
and mix optimization

3%

54%

22%
19%

2%

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) Revenue Growth Management: efforts to drive sustainable, profitable growth from your consumer base through a combination of price, promotions, trade management and assortment strategies
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Portfolio growth sources for next 12 months (N = 100)
Where do you expect growth to originate as it relates to your product portfolio over the next 12 months? 

After a revival of the core portfolio during inflationary times, more growth is expected to 
come from net new products

18% 14% 10%

45%
65%

33%

37%
21%

57%

Adjacent product portfolioCore product portfolio Net new products
Grow same as last yearGrow less than last year Grow more than last year

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Beauty and personal care companies, in particular, expect more growth in new products, 
whereas food companies see more opportunity in adjacent products
Portfolio growth sources for next 12 months
Where do you expect growth to originate as it relates to your product portfolio over the next 12 months? 

20% 20%

43% 73%
33%

37%
17%

47%

10%
Core product 

portfolio
Net new productsAdjacent 

product portfolio

30 30 30

Grow less than last year Grow more than last yearGrow same as last year

Food/packaged goods (N = 30) Non-alcoholic beverages (N = 11) Alcoholic beverages (N = 12)

Personal care (N = 15) Beauty (N = 8)

45%
64% 64%

55%
27% 27%

11

9%9%
Core product 

portfolio
Adjacent 

product portfolio
Net new products

11 11

17% 25%
17%

58%

33%

17%

Core product 
portfolio

Adjacent 
product portfolio

12

66%

8%

12

Net new products

12

59%

27%
53%

73%
73%

40%
20%

Net new products

15

Adjacent product portfolio
7%7%

15

Core product portfolio

15

50%
25% 38%

50%
75%

Core product portfolio Adjacent product portfolio Net new products

8 8 8

62%

Consumer packaged goods | Sub-sector growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Private label surge impact on portfolio (N = 106)
To what extent has your portfolio been impacted by Private Label surge over the last 12 months? 

Competition from private label is putting some pressure on CPGs where product portfolios 
at varying price points becomes more important to compete with the power of the brand

To some extent (11-50%)To little/no extent (0-10%)

11%

To large extent (>50%) Do not know / Prefer not 
to comment

39%

43%

7%

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Private label surge impact on portfolio
To what extent has your portfolio been impacted by Private Label surge over the last 12 months? 

Food and personal care companies feel the private label impact on categories which bear 
utility vs. experience where consumers are less brand driven which further warrants a 
review of portfolio price points and promotions

11%

0%

56%

25%

0%
To little/no extent (0-10%) To some extent (11-50%)

55%

To large extent (>50%)

62%

40%

59% 60%

27%
31%

0%

16%
18%

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 

Beauty (N = 9)Food/Packaged Goods (N = 32) Non-Alcoholic Beverages (N = 11) Alcoholic Beverages (N = 13) Personal Care (N = 15)
Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Big box retailers are seen as most attractive source of growth given their wide reach with 
online platforms, while discount stores gain importance for cash strapped consumer
Route to Market composition (N = 94)
Approximately, what % of your revenue comes from 
each of these routes to market? 

13%

13%

Direct to Consumer
- Brand.com

3%

Indirect - Direct
Store Delivery (DSD)

Other

40%

31%

Indirect - Wholesalers

Direct to Consumer
- Marketplace

Retailer Format growth (N = 106)
Which indirect retailer channel(s) do you expect to 
grow over the next 12 months? 

Online Channel prevalence (N = 106)
Approximately, what portion of your revenue is 
coming from online sales channel(s)? 

Drug Stores

Discount Stores

Big Box Retail
(e.g. Walmart,

Target etc.)

Unsure/
Cannot discuss

41%

Other

Convenience
Stores

Grocery

61%

Specialty Retail

42%

39%

29%

20%

9%

4%

Less than 10% 46%

Between 11 - 20%

More than 50%

Between 21 - 30%

Between 31 - 50%

Do not know /
Prefer not

to comment

30%

11%

6%

3%

4%

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Online channel prevalence
Approximately, what portion of your revenue is coming from online sales channel(s)? 

Beauty and personal care companies are doubling down on digital commerce; food 
companies are extending their online capabilities for select categories 
(e.g., confectionary and sweet backed goods) 

Less than 10%

More than 50%

Between 11 - 20%

Between 31 - 50%

Between 21 - 30%

47%

Do not know/
Prefer not

to comment

47%

3%

0%

3%

0%

46%

18%

27%

0%)

9%

0%

8%

77%

15%

0%

0%

0% 0%

47%

13%

27%

0%

13%

22%

11%

22%

34%

0%

11%

Food/Packaged Goods 
(N = 32)

Non-Alcoholic 
Beverages

(N = 11)

Alcoholic Beverages
(N = 13)

Personal Care
(N = 15)

Beauty
(N = 9)

Consumer packaged goods | Sub-sector growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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With capital access remaining expensive, M&A is on pause as a pathway for the growth 
agenda 

Expected growth from M&A (N = 106)
To what extent do you expect your portfolio to grow from 
acquisitions/M&A? 

Portfolio adjustment (N = 49)
Are you planning to adjust your portfolio through divestitures over the next 
12 months? 

To large
extent (>50%)

To little/no
extent (0-10%)

10%

To some
extent (11-50%)

43%

Do not know/
Prefer not

to comment

7%

40% 20%To some
extent (11-50%)

To little/no
extent (0-10%)

To large
extent (>50%)

20%

6%

Do not know/
Prefer not

to comment

54%

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Expected growth from M&A
To what extent do you expect your portfolio to grow from acquisitions/M&A? 

All sectors slowed M&A activity; Beverage companies show an exception and focused 
acquisition on premium brands, RTD beverages and adopting variations of D2C models

63%
25%

6%
6%

36%

18%
0%

46%

23%

54%

23%

0%

47%53%

0%
0%

22%

22%

11%

45%

To little/no extent (0-10%) Do not know / Prefer not to commentTo large extent (>50%)To some extent (11-50%)

Food/Packaged goods (N = 32) Non-alcoholic beverages (N = 11) Alcoholic beverages (N = 13)

Personal care (N = 15) Beauty (N = 9)

Consumer packaged goods | Sub-sector growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Portfolio adjustment
Are you planning to adjust your portfolio through divestitures over the next 12 months? 

Analogously, divestitures occur as very selective interventions for beverage and personal 
care companies to calibrate portfolios

45%

To little/no extent (0-10%) Do not know / Prefer not to commentTo large extent (>50%)To some extent (11-50%)

Food/Packaged goods (N = 32) Non-alcoholic beverages (N = 11) Alcoholic beverages (N = 13)

Personal care (N = 15) Beauty (N = 9)
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60%
20%

20%

14%

14%

14%

29%

29%

29%

13%

13%

13%

75%

25%

0%

0%0%

13%

61%

58%

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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CPGs that continue to pursue M&A, carefully seek targets that help them extend their 
channel presence and move into high growth pockets of demand 

High growth categories/sub-sectors
What are some of the high growth categories or high growth sub-sectors you are targeting? 

31%

Insurgent brands
with strong consumer

engagement

High growth
categories, platforms,

other sub-sectors

Channel expansion
(e.g. strengthen

eCommerce)

Geographic/
market expansion

Other

55%

39%

29%

6%

Focus target types for M&A (N = 49)
For your acquisition/M&A plans, what type of targets will 
be the core focus?

License brands

Higher end products

Private label

Plant based meat

Sustainable Food

Specialized beverages

Snacks with story

Coffee

Food Alco bev

Private label 

Luxury segment

Ultra premium beer

E-commerce

Health

Food & 
Beverage

Beauty

Masstige

Professional 
skin care 

Tech

Niche

Hair care

Non-alco bev

Cocktail mixers

CBD

Mocktails

Baby

Sub-sectors placed bets into a combination of adjacent and net new product categories mostly targeting premium/luxury 
segments and channel expansion to augment reach to better meet consumers where they shop

Consumer packaged goods | Growth and revenue drivers 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Next generation workers are inseparable 
from digital. Rapidly evolving digital and 
coding curriculum in education fuels digital 
talent that is flooding entry level roles. 

This incoming talent rarely has decision 
making roles nor the authority to drive key 
customer impacting decisions. 
Simultaneously, digital and creative  
senior leadership talent is often void and 
the gap is painful. 

This divide can come across as brands 
appearing irrelevant, out of touch, or even 
tone deaf.

Unleashing digital talent is complex 

With fragmented ownership between 
Marketing and Sales over pricing, 
promotions, and retailer interactions, 
organizational structures often hinder 
collaboration to delight consumers.

While there is formal cadence or forums to 
exchange ideas, a true customer and 
consumer centric approach to organizing 
capabilities, solving pain points and 
calibrating go to market approaches are 
suboptimal.

With exponentially growing data sets, the 
disconnect further distances brands from 
customers, drives a wedge of friction 
between employees, and threatens the 
ability to compete. 

Organizational siloes get in the way of 
sales and marketing 

Most CPGs only see an average return on 
their digital marketing investments due, in 
part, to their inability to sense and 
respond to demand signals.

Market leaders are doubling down and 
steering digital marketing investments to 
create greater intimacy with omnichannel 
consumers and influence at the point of 
purchase.

Some brands have invested in and 
created a data driven culture that uses 
advanced analytics. This competitive 
advantage leads to consistent portfolio 
alignment, growth, and unlocking 
profitable demand.

Return on digital marketing 
investments are throttled

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Demand model

Section observations
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Portfolio portion in market leading position (N = 106)
What portion of your brand portfolio is in market leading positions (i.e., #1 or #2) in its category? 

Half of CPGs have more than 50% of their portfolio in market leading positions, which guides 
their efforts around product portfolio calibration and demand generating investments

22%

Do not know / Prefer 
not to comment

0 - 25% 26 - 50% 51 - 75% >75%

27%

20%

29%

2%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Demand model

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Demand generating investments are mostly on par across peers with average returns 
across brands leaving much more room for closer consumer engagement with products 
based on social media audits and online reviews
Sales and marketing spend 
(N = 106)
What is your company’s approximate total sales 
and marketing spend as % of sales? 

Investment allocation to leading brands 
(N = 106)
What portion of your demand generating investments are 
allocated to leading brands relative to other brands in portfolio? 

Marketing ROI performance (N = 106)
What is the average marketing ROI across 
your brands? 

11 - 15%
(industry average)

5%<5% (profit
orientation)

5 - 10%

>20%

16 - 20%

Do not know
/ Prefer not

to comment

33%

24%

10%

8%

20%

31%

Less than 25%

Between
51% - 75%

Between
26% - 50%

More than 75%

Do not know
/ Prefer not

to comment

30%

6%

20%

13% Unsure

Below average
(not tracked or

below $1 revenue
/ $1 advertising)

Average (between
$1-2 revenue/ $1

advertising

20%
Above average

(greater than $2 
/ $1 advertising)

8%

50%

22%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Demand model

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Few CPGs invest disproportionately in digital marketing capabilities; through the rise of 
retail media, brands are able to impact consumer behavior directly at the point of purchase 
– as they can in physical stores and thereby shorten the path to purchase
Digital marketing investment allocation (N = 106)
What portion of marketing investments is allocated to 
digital marketing?

Digital marketing capability maturity (N = 106)
How would you rate your digital marketing capabilities? 

17%

8%

>50%

26-50%

<25%

34%

Do not know
/ Prefer not

to comment

41%

6%

Competitive - e.g. 
some use of owned 
data in automated 
media buying with 

single-channel 
optimization and 

testing

Pioneering - e.g. 
dynamic execution 
optimized toward 

customer business 
outcomes across 

channels

Limited - e.g. no 
explicit digital 

marketing initiatives 
undertaken

38%

Evolving - e.g. 
campaign-based 
execution mainly 

using external data 
and direct buys with 
limited link to sales

Advanced - e.g. 
data integrated and 

activated across 
channels with 

demonstrated link to 
ROI or sales proxies

34%

19%

3%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Demand model

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Channel segmentation and personalization have become table stakes while many still 
struggle with data-driven insights to better compete across channels

Go to market capability maturity (N = 106)
How would you assess your Go-To-Market (GTM) and Sales capabilities?

46%

Limited - GTM not 
segmented by channels 

or customers

Evolving - some GTM 
segmentation for channels 

and customers but no 
personalization and 

disjointed eCommerce

15%

Pioneering -
(hyper)personalized 

offering in all channels 
informed through data and 

winning in eCommerce

Competitive -
segmentation and 
personalization of 

channels but not data 
driven and eCommerce 
not a significant channel

Advanced - presence 
across channels with 

personalization through 
data and winning in 

eCommerce

4%

33%

2%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Demand model

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Section observations
Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Network resilience

Investment in supply chain technology and 
solutions is necessary but not sufficient. In 
order to take advantage of digital investments, 
organizations must also invest in the right 
talent. CPG executives consider upskilling 
digital talent and adopting new ways of 
working two of the greatest barriers to 
successful supply chain digitization.

Like leaders in other functional areas (e.g., 
D&A), many supply chain leaders want to 
upskill their digital talent but lack the 
knowledge or comfort level themselves to 
accurately assess capabilities or instill a 
digital culture. There’s a steep learning curve 
that typically requires outside experience to 
address.

Upskilling digital talent

CPGs who continue to struggle with supply 
chain consider accuracy of demand 
forecasting and high manufacturing costs as 
their top challenges.

To continue progressing on their digital supply 
chain journey, three out of four CPGs have 
digital supply chain transformation initiatives 
planned for the next year, primarily focused on 
improving agility, inventory management, and 
reducing operational costs.

While Generative AI is on the radar for many 
CPG executives, it has yet to be implemented 
as a supply chain solution given the value 
case for near-term ROI is not yet 
demonstrated.

Continued investment in 
digital supply chain

Beginning to rebound from supply chain 
challenges caused by COVID-19 shutdowns, 
most CPGs have experienced an 
improvement in supply chain stability over the 
last year.

Many of the largest CPGs were already 
investing in digital supply chain transformation 
prior to COVID-19 and doubled down on 
these investments in 2021 and 2022, reaping 
rewards in early 2023.

Despite progress, the challenge to preserve 
retailer service levels in the current 
environment continues to test all aspects of 
the supply chain. Many CPGs are maintaining 
more inventory to provide high service levels 
at all costs, but this creates trade-offs from 
inefficient inventory management to higher 
manufacturing and logistics costs.

Stabilizing supply chain
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Almost one year after the pandemic, supply chain stability has increased for most or is no 
longer causing material disruption 

Supply chain performance (N = 106)
To what extent has overall supply chain performance stabilized relative to last year? 

Stability has
generally increased

22%

Do not know / Prefer 
not to comment

Level of stability has 
remained roughly the same

Stability has
materially decreased

Level of stability has 
remained the same but areas 

of impact have changed

8%

66%

2% 2%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Network resilience

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Many CPGs have calibrated their product portfolios to better prioritize supply chain capacity 
and preserve service levels with retailers

Portfolio rationalization (N = 106)
To what extent have you rationalized your product portfolio over the past year? 

<10%

38%

11 - 20% 21 - 40% >40%

38%

Do not know / Prefer 
not to comment

9%

6%

9%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Network resilience

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Being able to accurately forecast demand and preserve retailer service levels is a major 
challenge which leads many to redefine manufacturing cost levels 

Supply chain challenges (N = 106)
Please rank your top 3 supply chain challenges

44%

Accuracy of 
demand

forecasting

Labor
availability

43%

19%
41%

32%

37%

16%

Manufacturing
cost

22%

46%

Service 
level (on 

time in full)

44%

22%

34%

Inventory
efficiency

27

37

37%

30%

33%

Logistics
cost

35%
50%

23%

42% 18

52%

24%

24%

Manufacturing
capacity

17%

Other

33%

Logistics
capacity

100%

51

32 32

26 25

1

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Network resilience

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Digital supply chain investments are steered towards improved agility and optimizing 
inventory with expectations of a lower cost base 
Digital supply chain transformation (N = 106)
Do you have plans to progress digital supply chain transformation 
over the next 12 months? 

34%30%

Lower or 
manage 

operational 
cost

33%

Optimize 
inventory

19

12%
35%

33%

44%

32%

Improve 
supply 

chain agility

44%

Other

26%

33%

33%

38%

29%
26%

Increase 
labor 

productivity

25%

45%

30%

Increase 
network 
reliability

43

32%

42%

Stabilize 
customer 
service

16

44%

Anticipate 
and mitigate 
network risk

100%

57

40

24
20

3

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Digital SC investment priorities (N = 74)
Please rank the top 3 objectives for your digital supply chain investments

Yes, we have
planned initiatives

Do not know
/ Prefer not

to comment

Yes, we have planned
initiatives and have

increased budget

11%

No, we do not have
any initiatives planned
for progressing digital

supply chain transformation

19%

43%

27%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Network resilience

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Analytics (BI, AI, Big Data) are most important technology investments to help solve for 
accurate and timely insight 
Supply chain technology investment (N = 74)(a)

Which supply chain technology investments are you planning to implement, upgrade, and/or extend? 

Machine 
Automation

Artificial 
Intelligence 

(AI) and 
Advanced 
Analytics

Business 
Intelligence 

(BI) and 
Analytics

Supply Chain 
Planning 
solution

18
(24%)

Big data

40
(54%)

Manufacturing 
Execution 

System (MES)

Control TowerWarehouse 
Management 

System 
(WMS)

Transportati
on 

Management 
System 
(TMS)

28
(38%)

Robotic 
Process 

Automation

Internet of Things Multi-
party 

platform

16
(22%)

31
(42%) 30

(41%) 28
(38%)

28
(38%)

19
(26%) 16

(22%) 14
(19%)

7
(9%)

Foundational Solutions Execution Excellence Analytics & Intelligence 

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Network resilience

Note(s): (a) Arrows indicate the anticipated change in investment level and are based upon responses received for the question, “From the technologies you are planning on integrating, please indicate the anticipated change in investment level.”
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Adopting new ways of working in conjunction with sufficiently upskilling people are the 
biggest barriers to progress the digitization journey

Barriers to progress digitization (N = 74)
What are the top three reasons holding you back from progressing your supply chain (digitization) ambition? 

60%

38%

38%

Budget 
constraints

13%

Adoption to 
new ways of 

working

27%

28%

44%

28%

Upskilling 
employees’ digital 

skills

Other

23%

37%

40%

35

22%
21%

48%

31%

29

Lack of 
compelling 

business case

44%

16%

40%

Too many tools

1
(100%)

47
45

40

25

1

Cost of capital

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Network resilience

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Section observations

As D&A investment areas and execution 
approaches continue to evolve, the use 
cases are remaining relatively unchanged 
versus recent years. 

D&A applications are most prevalent in 
demand sensing and forecasting to better 
predict consumer patterns. Looking out to 
the next year, the focus areas are 
expected to remain similar. 

Consistency in D&A focus areas

In order to better convert their pools of 
data into meaningful insights and drive 
business performance, CPGs are 
beginning to make more targeted 
D&A investments.

CPG leaders are establishing dedicated 
D&A teams and investing in the right talent 
to help ensure their data assets are 
leveraged effectively across the 
organization. Additionally, they are 
investing in data governance to address 
quality issues and in cloud-based 
products/applications to establish a single 
source of truth and ensure universal data 
awareness and access.

More targeted D&A investments

As Big Data burst on to the scene over the 
last decade, CPGs have invested heavily 
in D&A and have amassed stockpiles of 
data. Where many have come up short is 
in converting this data into insights and 
relevant business application.

While most CPGs find that they have 
access to ample data, they continue to 
struggle with data governance and lack 
trust in their data’s quality, validity, and 
veracity.  Additionally, many do not have 
the right D&A talent to leverage data 
effectively and extract meaningful insights.

Ample data, limited insights

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Data and analytics
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Most CPGs are accelerating their D&A capability building efforts; investments are 
increasingly steered towards creating a digital core and AI, with the intent to better predict 
and create real time insights into consumer needs and patterns
D&A Application (N = 106)
Please select what statements are applicable to your company? 

D&A budget and resource 
allocation has decreased 
and/or is expected to stay 
the same over the next 12 

months

Our company is accelerating 
the development of cloud-
based data product and 

applications

D&A is a top 1 or 2 strategic 
priority for our company

Our company has a 
dedicated D&A team 

collaborating and helping 
the business units/division 

to address use cases

D&A budget and 
resource allocation has 
significantly increased 
and/or will increase in 
the next 12 months

D&A is seen as a critical 
enabler, but our investments 
are not expected to change 

materially in the next 12 
months

38%
40%

26%

22%
20%

16%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Data and analytics

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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The challenge with D&A is not a lack of data, rather too much data without appropriate 
governance which hinders extracting meaningful insights 
D&A capability challenges (N = 106)
What are your Data & Analytics capability challenges? 

Unsure what external data
to buy and complement insights

Right level of data governance

17%

Accelerate our ability
to integrate data

More than expected spending on
infrastructure and need to reduce cost

Significant technical debt
and resiliency challenges

Failing to gain insights or
value out of huge data

Unable to attract or retain the
right data/science/engineering talent

Businesses lack trust in data quality
and validity and create shadow

D&A teams/capabilities

48%

42%

25%

25%

19%

17%

19%

49%

Data Quality/
Validity/Veracity

2%

Talent
Availability

Data 
Accessibility
(proliferation 

of source 
systems)

Data Privacy
/Security

Data 
Availability
(e.g. 1st 

party data)

Other

36% 35%

31%
28%

D&A risk area (N = 100)
What do you consider the biggest risks for your Data & Analytics capability?

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Data and analytics

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Demand sensing and demand forecasting are most prevalent D&A application areas which 
help create closer consumer connections; extracting more value from D&A is still curbed as 
flaws in data quality and veracity do not allow for valid and accurate predictions
D&A value sentiment (N = 106)
To what extent have you seen Data & Analytics add 
value in your company? 

47%

Product 
Testing & 

Development

Demand 
and Supply 
Forecasting

DTC channel 
development
/improvement

Consumer 
Engagement

OtherDemand 
Insight (i.e. 
patterns)

Offer 
Personalization

Customer
/Retailer 

Collaboration

54%

20%

46% 46%

25%
16%

1%

D&A applications ranking today (N = 100)
Considering today please select 3 areas where Data & Analytics is creating value for your team 

6%

35%

Significant value
(across functions/
divisions/business

units etc.)

Some value (in
select functions/

divisions/business
units etc.)

Little/limited value

59%

D&A applications ranking tomorrow (N = 100)
Considering the next 12 months, please select 3 areas where Data & Analytics is creating value for your team

Offer 
Personalization

Product 
Testing & 

Development

Demand 
Insight (i.e. 
patterns)

1%

Consumer 
Engagement

OtherCustomer
/Retailer 

Collaboration

Demand 
and Supply 
Forecasting

DTC channel 
development
/improvement

27%
43%39% 37%

56%

28% 26%

Consumer packaged goods | Capabilities and priorities | Data and analytics

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Section observations

While Generative AI adoption is early and 
application is limited, its potential is significant 
and viable across business functions. 
Examples of potential use cases include…
Marketing: Write copy including images and 
video; sales support chatbots; SEO 
optimization
Operations: Identify production 
errors/defects; streamline customer service, 
manual tasks and research; build/improve 
customer support bots
IT/Engineering: Generate test cases and test 
automation; auto-generate or auto-complete 
data tables
Risk and Legal: Draft/review legal 
documents; legal to non-legal translation; 
synthesize/summarize large legal documents
Finance: Data entry; fraud detection

Leveraging Generative AI for more 
complex challenges

As it is for most industries, Generative AI is a 
hot topic of interest for CPG leaders. Four out 
of five executives expect it will be important 
for their businesses going forward. However, 
only a few early adopters have begun to 
seriously plan for, much less apply, 
Generative AI to their businesses.
The technology is still very new; Generative AI 
providers and available products are in their 
infancy and evolving quickly. AI practitioners 
expect significant progress in the next 6-12 
months and estimate it will take at least that 
long for most companies to adopt even the 
most basic of Generative AI use cases.

Familiarity and adoption of 
Generative AI

Most CPGs have been using AI for years; 
however, the breadth and depth of their 
utilization is continuing to evolve. About 40% 
of CPG leaders are applying AI in their 
business with focus in the last year on 
consumer trend identification and pricing and 
promotion optimization.
Consistent with their D&A priorities and 
investments, most CPGs plan to increase AI 
focus on demand forecasting, customer 
segmentation and product mix optimization 
over the coming year.

Evolving application of existing 
AI technology

Consumer packaged goods | Disruptive technologies | AI and Generative AI
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CPGs have started applying AI to solve their business issues with most focusing on 
consumer trend identification and price and promotion optimization 
AI application (N = 106)
Are you currently applying AI in 
your business? 

Consumer 
trend 

identification

Consumer or 
customer 

segmentation

55%

8%

OtherMarketing 
content 

generations

Price or 
Promotion 

optimization

Demand 
forecasting

Mix
optimization

48% 45%
35%

28%
20%

AI application areas (N = 40)
Within what business/domain areas are you currently applying AI? 

38%

62%No

Yes

AI application areas (N = 40)
Where do you plan to invest more over next 12 months

48%

Other

58%

Marketing 
content 

generations

Demand 
forecasting

Consumer 
trend 

identification

Price or 
Promotion 

optimization

Consumer or 
customer 

segmentation

Mix
optimization

53%

35%
43% 40%

0%

Consumer packaged goods | Disruptive technologies | AI and Generative AI

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Most CPGs recognize more transformation is required across people, process and 
technology to extract the full value potential from AI
AI maturity for people/process/tech (N = 40)
How would you gauge adoption of AI in your organization as it relates to people skills, technology capabilities and supporting processes? 

UnsureOur people, process and technology 
adoption is evolving (i.e., we have 
some gaps in digitally skilled people, 
we have defined processes for most 
areas, and our technology is being 

used by several teams)

75%

Our people, process and 
technology adoption is low
(i.e., we lack talent with digital 

skills, we do not have sufficiently 
defined processes, and our 
technology is scarcely used)

Our people, process and 
technology adoption is growing 
quickly (i.e., we are increasing our 

digital talent pool, we have 
commonly defined processes and 
our technology is being applied to 

growing number of use cases)

15%

3%
7%

Consumer packaged goods | Disruptive technologies | AI and Generative AI

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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With the explosive spread of Generative AI, CPGs have started experimenting and exploring 
use case applications
Generative AI familiarity (N = 40)
Are you familiar with Generative AI? 

Generative AI importance (N = 27)
How important do you think Generative AI will be for your company over the next 
12 months? 

25%

Have not heard of it

Very familiar, high
level of understanding 25%

42%

8%

Somewhat familiar,
somewhat understand

Have heard of it but not
very familiar / sure what it is

15%

4%

26%

Somewhat important (e.g. we
have started experimenting)55%

Highly important (e.g. we plan
to use and apply in business context)

Not very important (e.g. we do not
plan to use or adopt Generative AI)

Not important at all

It is a fad and will be gone soon
(e.g. challenges too high to overcome)

Consumer packaged goods | Disruptive technologies | AI and Generative AI

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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The most prominent Generative AI applications are seen to amplify personalization of 
marketing efforts and extracting better insight from disparate sources
Generative AI application (N = 22)
How does your company plan/anticipate leveraging Generative AI capabilities? 

Create operational 
efficiencies (e.g. 

generating task lists 
for efficient execution)

Writing, documenting, 
and reviewing code 
for IT/Engineering

Create personalized 
marketing, social media 

and technical sales 
content and creative

Understand trends to 
react more quickly

Extract better insight from 
disparate data sources

Accelerate product 
innovation and new 

product development

59% 59%

41%

32%

45%

32%

Consumer packaged goods | Disruptive technologies | AI and Generative AI

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Section observations

More than half of CPGs continue to focus on 
select partnerships and alliances rather than 
actively participating in a broader ecosystem.

However, about one in three do occasionally 
collaborate with peer brands.

Limited participation in 
broader ecosystems

CPGs look to launch and further develop own 
branded websites to fulfill their business 
model transformation visions, engage directly 
with customers and grow brand affinity

Direct engagement through own 
branded websites

eCommerce and DTC evolution is again top of 
mind for CPGs looking to transform their 
business models.

Transforming through digital channels

Consumer packaged goods | Business model evolution 
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Evolving direct business models through eCommerce and DTC to directly connect with 
consumers and create greater intimacy is top of mind 

Business model evolution (N = 106)
How do you expect your business model to evolve? 

Evolve platform-enabled business 
model (connect multiple sellers 

with multiple buyers, B2C or B2B 
marketplaces)

Continue to evolve direct 
business model 

(eCommerce/DTC)

48%

Continue to grow indirect 
business model (traditional 

and modern trade)

63%

44%

Consumer packaged goods | Business model evolution 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Own branded websites have proven successful to grow brand affinity – With brand 
collaborations growing in interest 
Types of business model interventions (N = 106)
What business model interventions are you considering for the current or next year? 

29%

42%

34%

Launch digital business models 
(e.g. own brand websites)

Monetizing production capacityCo-Branding with peers OtherMonetizing data

30%

4%

Consumer packaged goods | Business model evolution 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Few CPGs are planning to expand their role in the ecosystem, but the ones confined to 
alliances today are likely to see benefits of a broader role soon 

Likelihood of ecosystem participation (N = 106)
Do you participate or plan to participate in a broader ecosystem in the next 12 months?

12%

No, we are focused more on 
select partnerships and alliances

Yes, we formally participate in an 
ecosystem (e.g. create greater 
resiliency, end to end consumer 

experiences etc.)

Yes, we occasionally 
collaborate with peer brands 

(e.g. co-branding)

54%

34%

Consumer packaged goods | Business model evolution 

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Section observations 

Progressing the ESG agenda and impact is 
important for employees, consumers and 
customers (retailers). CPGs who apply an 
‘accordion’ approach to their respective ESG 
investments, i.e., invest when they can and 
pull back when needed, fair well in meeting 
collective expectations. 

Developing an understanding of sustainable 
product incrementality and willingness to pay 
of various consumer segments, is important to 
make decisions that do not encroach on 
profitability.

Applying an ‘accordion’ approach to 
ESG investments

CPGs place importance across all ESG 
disciplines with disproportionate shareholder 
activism on environmental initiatives where 
the impact is directly related to climate events 
in recent years. 

Companies’ explicit efforts and resulting ESG 
‘scores’ are particularly important for younger 
generations during the recruiting process. 

Deliberate focus on individual 
ESG initiatives

While several reasons contribute to gaining 
importance of ESG efforts, company 
reputation management is seen with higher 
importance driven by risk considerations. 

Analogously, growing importance of regulatory 
pressures are related to better managing risk 
and its potential downsides. 

Consumer expectations are watched carefully 
to continue to drive value with a sustainable 
product portfolio. 

Confluence of factors contributing for 
growing importance of ESG

Consumer packaged goods | Purpose-led brand (ESG)
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Awareness and familiarity with companies’ ESG initiatives has become common; 
Environmentally focused initiatives are increasing importance
ESG initiative familiarity (N = 106)
How personally familiar are you with your company’s 
ESG initiatives? 

Not at all familiar

27%

Somewhat familiar 48%

11%

14%

Very familiar

Slightly familiar

ESG changes (N = 91)
For your company, how have each of the components of ESG changed over the past year? 

65%

47% 48%

32%

47% 46%

3%

Social

5%
(6%)

Environmental

6%

Governance

Increased in importance Decreased in importanceStayed about the same in importance

Consumer packaged goods | Purpose-led brand (ESG)

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Company reputation management and meeting consumer expectations is seen as very 
important – With regulatory pressures looming 

ESG importance (N = 73)
Rate each of the following reasons for why ESG is gaining more importance?

71%

26%

3%

32%

64%

4%

58%

34%

8%

Regulatory 
reasons

34%

55%

11%

Shareholder 
desire

100%
Consumer 
expectation

62%

10%

Retailer 
expectation/pres

sure

Employee 
pressure

23%

54%

23%

Reputation 
management

Other

1

29%
(28%)

Very Important Somewhat important Not important

Consumer packaged goods | Purpose-led brand (ESG)

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Most CPGs are formally measuring ESG efforts – Qualitative and quantitatively as part of 
their performance evaluations 

ESG goals incorporation (N = 91)
To what extent are sustainability goals incorporated into your company’s corporate performance evaluations? 

14%

42%

44%

Qualitatively measured

Not incorporated

Qualitative and quantitatively 
measured

Consumer packaged goods | Purpose-led brand (ESG)

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Most CPGs are formally measuring ESG efforts – Qualitative and quantitatively as part of 
their performance evaluations (continued)

Portion of sustainable products (N = 91)
What portion of your sales would you consider sustainable products? 

22%

26-50%<10% 11-25% >50%

39%

Unsure/ Cannot Discuss

20%

14%

5%

Consumer packaged goods | Purpose-led brand (ESG)

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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Progressing the entire ESG agenda, and continuing to invest, is evident in most CPGs 

Agreement with ESG statements (N = 91)
To what extent do you agree with the following statement?

33%
24%

42%

15%

33%

12%
16%

15%

34%

5% 9% 5%
4% 4% 9% 5%

1%

46%

Becoming more 
environmentally sustainable 

is a priority

47%

Planning to 
participate in the 
circular economy

Investing in increasing 
environmental, social, and 

governance (ESG) reporting

Investing in diversity, 
equity, and inclusion 

(DEI)

41%

NeutralStrongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Consumer packaged goods | Purpose-led brand (ESG)

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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Over one third of survey respondents represent the food/packaged goods industry 

Respondents’ consumer products sub-sector (N = 106)
Which of the following most accurately reflects your Consumer Products sub-sector?

Food/
Packaged 

Goods

OtherBeautyPersonal 
Care

Alcoholic 
Beverages

Home & 
Household 
Products

Non-
Alcoholic 

Beverages

Tobacco/
Nicotine 
Products

Petfood 
& 

Petcare

Apparel 
(Clothing, 

Shoes, 
Accessories)

Confectionary 
& Snacks

Durables Baked Goods

31%

14%
12% 12%

10%
8%

4% 3% 2%
0%

2% 1% 1%

Consumer packaged goods | Demographic profiles

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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~50% of survey respondents are VPs; Marketing followed by sales are the top two functional 
expertise amongst respondents
Respondents’ Current Job Level (N = 106)
What is your current job level? 

Director

VP

C-suite

24%

SVP / EVP

Senior Manager

President

Business/Division/
Region Leadership

Manager

Associate

10%

Other

48%

3%

12%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Respondents’ Core Functional Expertise (N = 106)
What is your core functional expertise? 

12%

Marketing/Trade Marketing

Supply Chain (Planning,
Logistics/Warehousing, Distribution)

Sales

Revenue Growth Management

1%

Finance

7%

Digital Commerce/e-Commerce

Procurement

IT/Core & Digital Technology

Manufacturing Operations (Production)

Other

Consumer and Shopper Insights

6%

HR

Data & Analytics

Customer Experience

20%

12%

11%

8%

0%

7%

7%

5%

2%

2%

Consumer packaged goods | Demographic profiles

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
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~50% of survey respondents’ CPG employers have >$10B revenue; Growth is expected to a 
greater extent in North America 

Revenue of current CPG employer (N = 106)
What is/was the approximate company revenue of your current Consumer 
Packaged Goods (CPG) employer? 

1%

<$500M $500M-$1B $1.1-$5B $5.1-$10B

17%

0%

Do not know / 
Prefer not to 

comment

>$10B

29%

49%

4%

Degree of growth at regional level (N = 103)
Considering your organizations growth over the next 12 months, please 
select the degree of growth for the relative regions. 

12% 18% 17% 16%

13%

26%
18% 18%

44%

36%
49%

12% 17%

75%

North America Central & 
Latin America

29%

China Rest of APAC

To a lesser extent
N/A – Not Applicable
To a greater extent

No growth expected

Consumer packaged goods | Demographic profiles

Note(s): (a) xx
Source(s): KPMG CPG State of the Industry Survey, fielded April 2023
%s have been adjusted to sum to 100%
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